


Below is a list of Instant Lessons that you can do at anytime 
through out the day. They are quick-and-easy activities that 
require NO preparation, use common classroom materials, 
and help you to make the most of EVERY moment of the 
day!! These activities will help you to eliminate down time 
and reduce classroom discipline by keeping your students 
continuously engaged. Be creative and have fun!

•Determine the number of transitions in your schedule each day 
•Determine how many minutes are spent in each transition (Begin 
timing at the end of one activity, and continue until a new activity 
begins.) 
•By simple observation, determine which transition times are the most 
difficult for individual children; for the group; for staff 
•Talk about why these transitions are more challenging than other 
transitions 

Transitional activities can be positive and exciting ways of moving 
children from one activity to another. They can make finishing one 
activity and moving on to another activity a learning experience and 
an adventure. Transitional songs, games, finger-plays and conversa-
tions can make the day flow more smoothly, occupying hands and 
minds while children wait to finish clean-up, or gather for a group 
activity or wait for lunch to be served. Transitioning from one activity 
to another is often a difficult time, however.  These tips will help make 
transition time successful and FUN!

EXAMINE YOUR SCHEDULE 

•Consolidate activities so there are fewer transitions 
•Try to reduce wait time 
•Plan activities to do while waiting 
•Write out lesson plans for difficult transition activities  
•Plan ahead 
•Anticipate wait times 
•When children become bored with one transition activity, switch to 
another 

 BEGIN TO MAKE CHANGES 

transitions

Take charge of the situation and calmly take the child from the 
parent.  If a child tries to cling to a parent, try to walk away from 
the parent and get the child interested in something.  Always 
inform the parent of what you are doing.  Let the parent know that 
their anxiety plays into the situation.  Have them give the child a 
kiss, smile and say goodbye...then LEAVE SMILING.  If the child sees 
the parent is upset, then they will be more upset.

CHILD is anxious

Talk to the child constantly about what is happening 
and what is coming up next.  Repetition is important. 

Make sure you know the child’s schedule and find 
out any changes from the parent. 

Introduce the child to a playmate.  Make sure that 
they have someone to comfort them always.

Introduce the child to the other children.  Use his/her 
name often and make sure they are busy.

Accept that some separation anxiety is normal for little 
children.  Pay close attention to how long the child is 
upset and alert a supervisor if it is excessive.

Use simple words/signs to establish a base with which to 
communicate.  Children pick up language quickly and 
hugs are understood in all languages.

Determine if the child is just tired or if he/she is really 
sick and proceed accordingly.

Encourage the parent to make a quick drop-off and 
watch from the front desk monitors.  
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